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Challenge
Since 1975, BSA LifeStructures has been dedicated
to creating facilities that support and enhance the
practices of healing, learning, and discovery. With
offices in Atlanta, Austin, Chicago, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Raleigh, and St. Louis, BSA LifeStructures
has grown for four decades by not simply designing
buildings, but by “creating inspired solutions that
improve lives.”

When it came time to rethink and renovate the firm’s
Indianapolis office space, the biggest challenge was
consolidating three floors into one—ultimately, bringing
154 workstations where, originally, there had only been
115. Consolidating space to meet capacity made it
very important to provide collaborative spaces, focus
rooms, private conference space, and maintain an
interiors library, all while allowing room for growth.

Solution
The dealer, d2p in Indianapolis, had initially proposed
Priority Benching for the solution. While an excellent
product solution in and of itself, Priority, in this case,
wasn’t going to exactly meet BSA LifeStructures’
needs—Priority offers flexibility and functionality, but
it just wasn’t the right solution for this project. Having
been informed of this, d2p, along with MSM Amy
Watson, engaged the Kimball Office Xsede product
team. They knew that Xsede, which at the time had
not yet been introduced, would be the perfect product
solution.

Kimball Office Industrial Designer Jay Henriott had
designed Xsede to allow people to work in multiple
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ways and in a smaller footprint. Given that the goal was to consolidate more people into a lot less square footage, Xsede’s ability to balance focus and
collaboration was, quite simply, the perfect solution.

“Time was tight, the budget kept shrinking, but we just kept adjusting to meet their needs,” said Watson. “The process was difficult at times, but, as
is the case with any relationship, working through what seemed like a challenge really continued to strengthen our relationship and confirm the Xsede
choice.”

In addition to the renowned quality that Kimball Office is known for in the form of new flexible workstations and a reconfigured space, BSA
LifeStructures was also fortunate to team with a variety of vendors for finishes, fabrics, and lighting. One huge contributor was Mohawk®, the world’s
largest flooring company.

Solution

Kimball by Design
With Xsede having not been officially launched yet, there was an opportunity
to bring the key players and decision makers from BSA LifeStructures to
Jasper, Indiana.

“We were able to get the key players to Jasper right away to work toward
creating exactly what they were looking for. Their design and privacy need
inspired us to create a screen for the Xsede line that could be utilized in the
accessory rail,” said Watson.

“During her visit with members of our Xsede Product Development Team,
Melissa had a vision for a divider screen that could be added to the bench
accessory rail to function as an addable, stackable space divider,” said
Henriott. “Kimball designers and engineers then developed a dual-sided
divider screen that could be fabric, slat-wall, or combination tiles to meet
her request. These screens can be located parallel to the accessory rail
down the axis of the table, or positioned perpendicular to the accessory rail
providing side to side privacy infinitely along the table. This addable-screen
is very unique to Benching Tables.”

This custom accessory rail-mounted privacy screen is now an option
available for all customers.

Additionally, there was custom work done with Footprint storage for shelving
designed specifically to store large prints, as well as custom wardrobes with
bookshelves on the interior and a coat closet on the exterior.

Significant Benefit
“It was exciting to work on a new product [Xsede] and to be involved with
the development of some of its components,” said Melissa Davis, Director
of Interiors for BSA LifeStructures. “There was a significant benefit in being
able to speak directly with designers about our needs and how we could
accomplish those goals.”

Kimball by Design

“The end result is a very efficient work space that allows
us to coordinate and collaborate efforts with others
easily,” said Tobe Woodrough, a Design Engineer for BSA
LifeStructures. “Not having 6’ walls anymore makes the
space more airy, and allows for better collaboration.”

Results
In describing her experience working with Kimball Office,
Davis said, “Awesome. It was truly awesome. The dealer,
d2p, was wonderful to work with, as well.

“Kimball Office really came to the table with wanting to
work with us,” continued Davis. “It just seemed to be the
perfect marriage—Indiana manufacturer and an Indiana
firm, I knew the quality of the product would be great.”

“In the end, we were able to meet their design and
meet their install date,” said Watson. “We now have an
outstanding showcase for our product and our brand, as
well as a very strong working relationship with the largest
architecture and engineering firm in Indiana.”
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